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First Nations and Early Explorers Jul 10 2020 What is the difference between
First Nations and Aboriginal people? Look inside this book to find out!
First Nations and Early Explorers introduces different groups of Canadian
Aboriginal people from First Nations to the Mtis. Then meet preconfederation explorers from France and England, and even the Vikings! Books
in the Canadian Timelines series teach readers the basics of Canadian
history and culture, from how First Nations people arrived to immigration
since the 1970s.
Moon Landing Dec 15 2020 A novelty board book for toddlers about the first
Moon Landing in 1969, with push, pull and turning mechanisms.
Brilliant Bugs Nov 13 2020 Explore the forest, a busy pond and the steamy
jungle in First Explorers: Brilliant Bugs! Spot the spiders, butterflies and
stick insects, as well as lots of other amazing creepy crawlies who live all
around us.Each scene has chunky push, pull and slide mechanisms perfect for
little hands, animals to spot and fun facts about bugs. Beautifully
illustrated by Chorkung, this title provides gentle early learning and is a
magical introduction to the natural world for small children.Also available:
Night Animals, Sea Creatures, In the Jungle, Dinosaurs, Wild Animals
Sea Charts of the Early Explorers Aug 30 2019
Explorers of the Wild Feb 03 2020 Boy and Bear both love to explore the

outdoors. There are so many neat things to see, and so many strange things
to find. These explorers are prepared for anything . . . except each other!
When Bear and Boy meet in the woods, they're scared at first. Really scared.
But soon these kings of the wild realize that no mountain is too big to
conquer if you have a friend to climb it by your side. Praise for Explorers
of the Wild "[An] exquisite book . . . [with] ravishing art." -- USA Today
Praise for To the Sea "A whale's tale that dives deep and surfaces with
useful lessons about making, keeping, and helping friends." -- Kirkus
Reviews "An unusual and appealing story about friendship." -- School Library
Journal
Ferdinand Magellan Mar 30 2022 A description of the life and voyage of the
sixteenth-century Portuguese sea captain who commanded the first expedition
to sail around the world.
Early Explorers Oct 05 2022 Build literacy skills and social studies
content knowledge with the Early The Primary Source Readers series will
ignite students' interest in history through the use of intriguing primary
sources. This nonfiction reader features purposefully leveled text to
increase comprehension for different learner types. Early Explorers teaches
students about the fascinating explorers who mapped the world including the
Vikings, Marco Polo, and Christopher Columbus. Text features include
captions, a glossary, and an index to help build academic vocabulary and
increase reading comprehension and literacy. This book prepares students for
college and career readiness and aligns with state standards including
NCSS/C3, McREL, and WIDA/TESOL.
Early Tonga As the Explorers Saw It, 1616–1810 Dec 03 2019 Ethnographic
observations and experiences on the Tongan Islands up to 1810—just prior to
intensive Christian missionary activities—provide an early historic baseline
of culture for those interested in alter culture change in Tonga, the only
Polynesian island group that has never been ruled by outsiders. Ferdon has
drawn on a variety of records to provide a well-documented and highly
readable account of major aspects of Tongan life—material culture,
government, food and drink, recreation, customs, trade, and warfare—at the
time when European influences were only beginning to modify traditional
island patterns. The ethnohistorical approach to early Tongan culture offers
not only a fascinating glimpse into a world long past but also a basis for
the comparative study of European acculturation throughout Polynesia. Edwin
N. Ferdon first became interested in early Polynesia while serving as an
archaeologist with Thor Heyerdahl’s 1955 expedition to Easter Island. He is
also the author of Early Tahiti As the Explorers Saw It, 1767–1797.
America as Seen by Its First Explorers May 20 2021 Recreates the
experiences of the people who first discovered and explored North America.
First Explorers: Level 1: Activity Book Jan 16 2021 Seven pages of
reinforcement per core unit including a review page Gradual reading and
writing practice that matches the Class Book Self-evaluation with a 'Learn
to learn' emphasis Follow-up to the cross-curricular, story, Christmas and
Carnival lessons
Machines Apr 30 2022 Discover machines on the building site, at home and in
the playground in First Explorers: Machines. Each scene has chunky push,
pull and slide mechanisms perfect for little hands. Spot diggers, tractors
and cranes, as well as lots of other machines at work, and read the fun

facts. Beautifully illustrated by Jenny Wren, this title provides gentle
early learning and is a simple introduction to science topics for small
children. Discover more in the First Explorers series: Night Animals, Sea
Creatures, In the Jungle, Dinosaurs, Wild Animals, Brilliant Bugs, Snowy
Animals, Things That Go, Beautiful Birds.
Astronauts Aug 03 2022 "Take a trip to the International Space Station!
With scenes to push and pull, lots to spot, and fun facts, First Explorers
is a wonderful introduction to simple science topics."--Page 4 of cover.
Wild Animals Sep 23 2021 A first novelty board book for young children
about wild animals, with push, pull and turning mechanisms.Explore
grasslands, the dry desert and a busy watering hole in First Explorers: Wild
Animals. Meet giraffes, hippos and lions, as well as lots of other amazing
animals who live in the wild.Each scene has chunky push, pull and slide
mechanisms perfect for little hands, animals to spot and fun facts about
wild animals. Beautifully illustrated by Jenny Wren, this title provides
gentle early learning and is a magical introduction to the natural world for
small children.
Dinosaurs Jul 22 2021 Explore prehistoric forests, swamps and woodland in
First Explorers: Dinosaur World. Meet Velociraptors, Triceratops and the
fierce Tyrannosauris tex, as well as lots of other amazing creatures who
lived in the ancient world.Each scene has chunky push, pull and slide
mechanisms, animals to spot and fun facts about dinosaurs. Beautifully
illustrated by Chorkung, this title has gentle learning and is a magical
introduction to dinosaurs.Also available: Night Animals, Sea Creatures, In
the Jungle
Early Explorers of Texas Feb 14 2021 In this book, readers take a look at
Texas and the original explorers who first set eyes on this vast land
hundreds of years ago. Featured adventurers include la Salle, Coronado, de
Soto, and Cortés. Biographical sidebars give readers a more detailed
understanding of Texas's most important explorers.
Arabia Felix Mar 18 2021 A riveting account of a landmark expedition that
left only one survivor, now back in print for the first time in decades.
Arabia Felix is the spellbinding true story of a scientific expedition gone
disastrously awry. On a winter morning in 1761 six men leave Copenhagen by
sea—a botanist, a philologist, an astronomer, a doctor, an artist, and their
manservant—an ill-assorted band of men who dislike and distrust one another
from the start. These are the members of the Danish expedition to Arabia
Felix, as Yemen was then known, the first organized foray into a corner of
the world unknown to Europeans. The expedition made its way to Turkey and
Egypt, by which time its members were already actively seeking to undercut
and even kill one another, before disappearing into the harsh desert that
was their destination. Nearly seven years later a single survivor returned
to Denmark to find himself forgotten and all the specimens that had been
sent back ruined by neglect. Based on diaries, notebooks, and sketches that
lay unread in Danish archives until the twentieth century, Arabia Felix is a
tale of intellectual rivalry and a comedy of very bad manners, as well as an
utterly absorbing adventure. Arabia Felix includes 33 line drawings and
maps.
Beautiful Birds Apr 18 2021 Discover peacocks in the park, parrots in the
rainforest and cockatoos in the Australian bush in First Explorers:

Beautiful Birds. Each scene has chunky push, pull and slide mechanisms
perfect for little hands. Spot lots of amazing birds from around the world
and read the fun facts. Beautifully illustrated by Chorkung, this title
provides gentle early learning and is a magical introduction to science
topics for small children. Discover more in the First Explorers series:
Night Animals, Sea Creatures, In the Jungle, Dinosaurs, Wild Animals,
Brilliant Bugs, Snowy Animals, Things That Go, Machines
First Explorers: Level 1: Class Book Feb 26 2022 Six teaching units with 7
lessons in each provide the core material Lessons 1-4 concentrate on
oral/aural practice only Three episodes of the revision story The Toys
Festival Units: Christmas and Carnival Picture dictionary for each unit Plus
cut-out activities, picture stickers and word stickers
Explorers Nov 25 2021 Discover the explorers who took on our world in My
First Heroes: Explorers! Push, pull and slide the scenes to find out about
Marco Polo, Jeanne Baret, Matthew Henson and Amelia Earhart, and be inspired
by their incredible journeys. With scenes to explore, fun facts to learn and
bright, bold illustration by Nila Aye, this is the perfect introduction for
inquisitive preschoolers to these amazing explorers. Discover more in the My
First Heroes series: Eco Warriors, Artists and Scientists.
Early Tahiti As the Explorers Saw It, 1767–1797 Jun 08 2020 For thirty
years before the coming of the European missionaries, European explorers
were able to observe Tahitian society as it had existed for centuries. Now
Edwin Ferdon, Polynesian archaeologist and veteran of Thor Heyerdah's
expedition to Easter Island, has interwoven their records to show us in
fascinating detail what that society was like.
Astronauts Jun 28 2019 Take a journey into space! Use the chunky push, pull
and slide mechanisms to blast a rocket into the sky, repair the
International Space Station and discover just how astronauts go to
sleep.With small bite-size facts on every page and things to spot too,
Astronauts is a fun introduction for little ones to finding out what being
an astronaut is all about.Also available: Night Animals, Sea Creatures, In
the Jungle, Dinosaurs, My Body
The Story of North America's First Explorers Oct 13 2020 For some early
explorers, the trip to the New World wasn't their first adventure. Readers
will be fascinated by these daring men and what drove them to discover new
lands. Each has an amazing and unique story.
First Explorers: Level 1: Teacher's Book Oct 01 2019 Introduction includes
methodology, course concept, and articles dealing with current issues in the
classroom Clear succinct teaching notes, tips and tapescripts for each
lesson Reinforcement and extension ideas DVD lesson notes for all the 'Let's
Explore' sections Teaching notes and tapescripts for the Cambridge Young
Learners practice tests Ideas bank with games, activities and ideas for how
to exploit the extra resources in the Teacher's Resource Pack Full syllabus
description with objectives Wordlist and useful classroom language Full
answer keys for the Class Book, Activity Book and extra worksheets
First Explorers: Level 2: Activity Book Apr 06 2020 Six pages of
reinforcement per core unit Gradual reading and writing practice to
complement the Class Book Self-evaluation with a 'Learn to learn' emphasis
Follow-up to the cross-curricular, story, Alphabet and Easter lessons
Things That Go Jul 02 2022 A first novelty board book about vehicles, with

push, pull, and turning mechanisms.Explore the busy town, bustling seaside,
and look up in the air in First Explorers: Things That Go. Spot cars, boats,
and fire engines, as well as lots of other things that go all around us.Each
scene has chunky push, pull, and slide mechanisms perfect for little hands,
and vehicles to spot with fun facts about them. Beautifully illustrated by
Christiane Engel, this title provides gentle early learning and is a
wonderful introduction to modes of transportation for small children.
Night Animals Mar 06 2020 Explore a meadow, busy farm, dark street and
noisy garden in First Explorers: Night Animals. Meet owls, foxes and bats
and lots of other amazing creatures who come out at nighttime.Each scene has
chunky push, pull and slide mechanisms, animals to spot and fun facts about
night creatures. Beautifully illustrated by Jenny Wren, this title has
gentle learning and is a magical introduction to the natural world.Also
available: Sea Creatures
The Travels of Marco Polo, the Venetian May 08 2020
The Story of North America's First Explorers Jun 01 2022 Describes the
lives and adventures of some of North America's earliest explorers,
discussing the challenges they faced, what routes they took, and their
impact on the lives of indigenous peoples they encountered.
In the Jungle Aug 11 2020 Explore crowded canopies, towering treetops and
the dense forest floor in First Explorers: In the Jungle. Meet tigers,
monkeys, leopards and lots of other amazing creatures who live in the
jungle.Each scene has chunky push, pull and slide mechanisms, animals to
spot and fun facts about jungle animals. Beautifully illustrated by Jenny
Wren, this title has gentle learning and is a magical introduction to the
natural world.Also available: Night Animals, Sea Creatures, Dinosaur World
Night Animals Jan 04 2020 FIRST EXPLORERS: With cool things to push, pull,
and slide on the cover and every spread for interactive fun, this chunky
board book gives children their first enticing taste of nonfiction! When we
go to sleep, these animals wake up! Explore a meadow, farm, and garden at
night and meet all kinds of nocturnal creatures, from the familiar housecat
to fireflies, foxes, owls, and bats. Learn more about each one--including
how they hunt and why the darkness isn't a problem for them. Kids can push,
pull, and turn interactive features throughout the book.
Pedro Álvares Cabral Dec 27 2021 Pedro Álvares Cabral sailed around the
world for Portugal in the early sixteenth century. His efforts led to a
treaty opening the spice trade with India, but also years of war between his
men and the kingdom of Calicut. Along the way he also discovered Brazil,
perhaps by accident, opening the door for centuries of Portuguese
colonization there. This biography dives into Cabral’s background, his
exploration assignments, and the impact—both positive and negative—of his
voyages to India and Brazil.
My Body Oct 25 2021 Find out some first facts about the human body! Use the
chunky push, pull and slide mechanisms to see what's inside your body, how
you think and what happens when you eat and drink.
The First Explorers in Space Jul 30 2019 Do you know who the first woman in
space was? Did you know a dog went into space before a person ever did? Find
out about the explorers who dared to go beyond our planet.
Kenya Sep 04 2022
First Explorers: Level 2: Class Book Jan 28 2022 Starter unit reintroducing

the key characters and the explorers Six teaching units with 7 lessons in
each provide the core material Three episodes of the revision story The Toys
Alphabet lesson Festival Unit: Easter Eight pages of Cambridge English:
Starters practice Plus cut-out activities, picture stickers and word
stickers
The Great Explorers Jun 20 2021 Penetrating biographies written by a group
of distinguished travel writers, broadcasters, and historians reveal the
lives, motives, and passions of forty major explorers in history. It has
always been mankind’s gift, or curse, to be inquisitive, and through the
ages people have been driven to explore the limits of the worlds known to
them—and beyond. Here are the stories of forty of the world’s greatest
explorers from Europe, America, Asia, and Australia. These are men and women
who changed our perception of the world through their courageous adventures.
Organized thematically, the book opens with the oceanic journeys of five
hundred years ago, when the great era of recorded exploration began. The
following sections look at The Land, Rivers, Polar Ice, Deserts, Life on
Earth, and New Frontiers. Many of these explorers recounted their journeys
in vivid firsthand accounts; others were superb artists or photographers.
The book features quotes from their journals and reports, and it is
illustrated with paintings, photographs, engravings, and maps, so that we
can experience their adventures through their own eyes and in their own
words. Featured explorers include: Christopher Columbus, Vasco da Gama,
James Cook, Lewis and Clark, Richard Burton, Samuel de Champlain, David
Livingstone, Roald Amundsen, Gertrude Bell, Alexander von Humboldt, Yuri
Gagarin, and Jacques-Yves Cousteau.
They Saw America First Sep 11 2020 What the early explorers found when they
arrived in this country in the way of food, vegetation, animals and people.
Grades 7-9.
Sea Creatures Nov 06 2022 Dive into busy rockpools, beautiful coral reefs,
icy oceans, and the deep, dark sea in First Explorers: Sea Creatures. Meet
turtles, jellyfish and penguins and lots of other amazing creatures who live
under the sea.Each scene has chunky push, pull and slide mechanisms, animals
to spot and fun facts about sea creatures. Beautifully illustrated by
Chorkung, this title has gentle learning and is a magical introduction to
the natural world.Also available: Night Animals
My Body Nov 01 2019 Find out some first facts about the human body! Use the
chunky push, pull and slide mechanisms to see what's inside your body, how
you think and what happens when you eat and drink. With bright, clear
illustrations, this book is a fun and gentle introduction for little ones to
everything that makes the human body amazing!
Snowy Animals Aug 23 2021 Explore rocky mountains, snowy forests and icy
Antarctica in First Explorers: Snowy Animals. Meet polar bears, snow
leopards and penguins, as well as lots of other amazing animals who live in
snowy habitats.Each scene has chunky push, pull and slide mechanisms perfect
for little hands, animals to spot and fun facts to learn. Beautifully
illustrated by Jenny Wren, this title provides gentle early learning and is
a magical introduction to the natural world for small children.Discover more
in the First Explorers series: Night Animals, Sea Creatures, In the Jungle,
Dinosaurs, My Body, Astronauts, Brilliant Bugs, Wild Animals, Things That Go
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